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On the following pages you will find the Brother
Rice identity guidelines. This is not a
branding guideline. Our brand is our commitment to academic, athletic and spiritual
excellence. The visual elements found in this
document reinforce our brand and project
a unified character, one that students, parents,
alumni, and faculty can all take pride in.
This program will help our school to be more
cost-effective in its communication efforts
by coordinating printing and simplifying some
decision-making.
The purpose of this manual is to explain the
components of the Brother Rice visual
identity program and how it all fits together.
Used appropriately, typography, color, and
the elements within the visual identity will
represent Brother Rice in a clear and consistent
manner, promoting instant recognition.

We are BR.
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The Brother Rice Color Standards
More than anything else, it is the Brother
Rice color palette that helps set us apart visually
from various city and state schools.
When Brother Rice was founded in 1956,
the maroon and orange color scheme was
derived from two other Christian Brother
schools. The maroon came from Iona College
and the orange from Leo High School.
It is a unique color combination shared with
only one other school in the country.
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Brother Rice Color Formulas

Brother Rice Orange
Spot color

Process colors for
4-color printing (CMYK)*

RGB color for
electronic media

Pantone
Orange 021

C
M
Y
K

R
G
B

0
53
100
0

255
116
0

A note about printing the Brother Rice orange in process colors
It has been proven the Brother Rice orange (Pantone 021) does not translate well into CMYK colors.
It is advised that this color be specified as a spot color when printing materials using a commercial printer.
For example, when specifying a 4-color print piece (CMYK), a 5th color (spot orange) should be added.

Brother Rice Maroon
Spot color

Process colors for
4-color printing (CMYK)

RGB color for
electronic media

Pantone
201

C
M
Y
K

R
G
B

0
100
63
29

179
8
56

The Brother Rice maroon should always be printed at 100% and never be tinted.

" " "
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T-shirt Colors
Besides maroon and orange, white and gray t-shirts may be used for Brother Rice
activities, and the printed colors must contain the approved Brother Rice colors.
NO OTHER T-SHIRT COLORS MAY BE USED.

est.

1950

BASEBALL

Black t-shirts may be used for team practice apparel only.

est.

1950

BASEBALL
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The Brother Rice Family Signatures
Brother Rice has many signatures (AKA logos,
marks, symbols) to help identify the school.
From uniforms to stationery to social media
websites, our logo usage must be consistent to
maintain our identity. The following pages
will help you understand how and when to use
one of our signatures.
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The Brother Rice Logos
The Brother Rice Logo set consists of four different logos and should be used according
to size, space, and color needs. There are two vertical solutions and two horizontal
solutions using either the Crusader or “BR” marks, combined with the Brother Rice
logotype. The Brother Rice logotype should never appear by itself. These logos are to be
used for stationery, marketing materials, and other official documents.

Vertical Solutions

Brother Rice
Logotype

Horizontal Solutions

?

Why have four versions of the logo?
The reason there are four logos has to do with ease of use and printing. The vertical
logo with the Crusader should always be the first choice, but that logo can only be
produced in full color. The Crusader should never be converted to all maroon or all orange
(gray is acceptable), so we created another logo with our other main mark, the “BR”.
This version allows for greater flexibility when only working with 1 or 2 colors.
The horizontal versions are for situations where only a short and wide solution will
work (Brother Rice web site banner for example).
If you have any questions on what to use, please contact Brian Barkowski in the
Brother Rice marketing department.
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The Brother Rice Logo Size Requirements and Area of Isolation
It is critical that the logo be used properly with adequate space around it, so that it
stands out and appears strong. Also, be sure to never size the logo too small.
Some printing methods cannot handle small objects and will not reproduce correctly.

Minimum Size Requirement
Do not reproduce the Brother Rice logo smaller than .75” in height.

.75”

Area of Isolation
Maintain a minimum distance equal to the width of the widest part of the shield,
between any part of the logo and any other element appearing with it.

x

x

x

x

x
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The Brother Rice Logo Color Combinations on Different Backgrounds
Here are some examples of the correct way to use the Brother Rice logo on a variety
of backgrounds. It is important to have adequate contrast between the mark and
the background for optimal visibility.
Only the vertical logo will be shown for space considerations.

Black should only be used when it is the
only color option (newspapers)
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Brother Rice Logo Incorrect Usage Examples
Do not bend, stretch, pull or distort any of the Brother Rice logos in any way.
This includes changing the color combinations. To put it simply, you cannot change
anything about the logo, except for it’s size.

Do not distort the logo

Do not create a 1 color version of the Crusader logo

Do not reposition the Crusader or “BR” to make new logos

Do not remove any part of the logotype to make new logos
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The “BR” Mark
The new “BR” has been redesigned to appear strong, masculine, and sturdy. The mark
has many color combinations to suit any need and has been designed with all sporting
and academic activities in mind. It may appear in all communications.

The “BR” with the orange outline and maroon fill,
is the preferred color combination of the logo.
However, various background colors will dictate what
“BR” may or may not be used. All versions of the
mark may be found on page 33.
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The “BR” Size Requirements and Area of Isolation
It is critical that the mark be used properly, with adequate space around it, so that
it stands out and appears strong. Also, be sure to never size the mark too small.
Some printing methods cannot handle small objects and will not reproduce correctly.

Minimum Size Requirement
Do not reproduce the “BR” smaller than 0.5” in height.

0.5”

Area of Isolation
Maintain a minimum distance equal to the width of the letter “R” between any part of the
logo and any other element appearing with it.

x

x

x

x

x
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The “BR” Color Combinations on Different Backgrounds
Here are some examples of the correct way to use the BR mark on a variety of
backgrounds. It is important to have adequate contrast between the mark and the
background for optimal visibility.

Black should only be used when it is
the only color option (newspapers)
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The “BR” Incorrect Usage Examples
Do not bend, stretch, pull or distort any of the “BR” marks in any way. This includes
changing the color combinations. To put it simply, you cannot change anything about
the mark, except for size.

Do not distort the logo

Do not apply a
non-Brother Rice
approved color

ICE

Do not print the color in a
tint of black (gray)

Do not remove the outer
and inner outlines

Crusaders

Do not create new logos

Do not create new logos

Do not confine the logo
to a box

Do not reverse it out
of a light background.
(The Brother Rice maroon
should never be
tinted in the first place)
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A Note on Handling the “BR” Middle White Line
The “BR” mark is unique in that it has a thin white line that separates the
interior from the exterior of the mark. The artwork of the primary mark
(orange and maroon logo) is set up differently than the secondary marks (all
maroon, orange, white or black) in that the middle white line is filled
white, rather than be empty. This was done to allow for more possible uses of
the primary logo. Examples can be seen below on the effect of the white line.

Primary “BR” logo

The line filled in with white.

Without the line filled in with white, the interior of the
logo blends into the background.

Secondary “BR” Logo

None of the secondary logos contain the white line and will appear as an empty space. All of the secondary logos
can be found on page 33 with their corresponding file names.
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The Crusader Mark
The Crusader has a long tradition at Brother Rice. While it has undergone many
transformations, the current Crusader has been designed to appear strong and ready to
defend, but not be overly aggressive. It may appear in all communications.

The full color Crusader has also been drawn with a
white outline around it so it may be printed
on dark colors and in gray scale for newspaper ads.
Examples may be found on page 34.
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The Crusader Size Requirements and Area of Isolation
It is critical that the logo be used properly, with adequate space around it, so that
it stands out and appears strong. Also, be sure to never size the logo too small.
Some printing methods cannot handle small objects and will not reproduce correctly.

Minimum Size Requirement
Do not reproduce the Brother Rice Crusader smaller than .5” in height.

0.5”

Area of Isolation
Maintain a minimum distance equal to the width of the widest part of the shield,
between any part of the logo and any other element appearing with it.

x

x

x

x

x
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The Crusader Incorrect Usage Examples
Do not bend, stretch, pull or distort the Crusader in any way. This includes changing
the color combinations. To put it simply, you cannot change anything about the mark,
except for size.

Do not distort the mark

Do not create a 1 color version
(black is acceptable and art has
been created)

Do not create a silhouette

CRUSADERS

Do not create a new logo

Do not confine the mark in a shape
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The Brother Rice Athletic Logo
The Brother Rice athletic logo can appear on many communications, but should never
be put on stationery, or other official documents. The main use for this logo would
be in promoting athletic functions, but it can, however, be used for social media sites,
flags, t-shirts, etc.

The full color athletic logo has also been drawn with a
white outline around it so it may be printed
on dark colors and in gray scale for newspaper ads.
Examples may be found on page 35.
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The Brother Rice Athletic Logo Size Requirements and Area of Isolation
It is critical that the logo be used properly, with adequate space around it, so that it
stands out and appears strong. Also, be sure to never size the logo too small.
Some printing methods cannot handle small objects and will not reproduce correctly.

Minimum Size Requirement
Do not reproduce the Crusader lockup smaller than 1” in height.

1”

Area of Isolation
Maintain a minimum distance equal to the width of the widest part of the shield,
between any part of the logo and any other element appearing with it.

x

x

x

x

x
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The Brother Rice Seal
The school seal is reserved for use by the Office of the President or the Office of
the Principal. Reproduction of the seal is restricted to scholarly, ceremonial or
presidential purposes such as commencement programs and diplomas. It should appear
in maroon only.

The Brother Rice Celtic Cross
The Celtic cross may be used for most situations, except for social media web sites.
Any religious function that requires printed or electronic materials, and all Brother Rice
uniforms (academic polos, sports) must contain the cross.
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Font Usage
Fonts are the third element providing visual
consistency in an identity system.
The fonts chosen for Brother Rice were
chosen for their legibility, timelessness and flexibility. There are five fonts to choose from,
but all should be used in a certain way, which is
discussed on the following pages.
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Serifa
Brother Rice’s display typeface is a slab serif font called Serifa. It should be used in all
marketing campaigns and print communications. It has several variations, and all may
be used.

While Serifa is the main font, use as body copy should be limited to small paragraphs and/or bullet points.
Primarily, Serifa should be used in headlines and subheads.

Serifa 45 Light

Serifa 65 Bold

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

1234567890!?@#$

1234567890!?@#$

Serifa 46 italic

Serifa 75 Black

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

1234567890!?@#$

1234567890!?@#$

Serifa 55 Roman
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890!?@#$
Serifa 56 Italic
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890!?@#$

This font should be used only for uniform letters and numerals. Athletic functions only.

Serifa Bold Condensed
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890!?@#$
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Adobe Garamond
Garamond (it must be the Adobe cut) was chosen for its classical structure. Originally
designed in the 16th century, it is a well-known serif font and perfect for body copy.

Adobe Garamond is the primary body copy font. It may also be used as a head.

Adobe Garamond Regular

Adobe Garamond Bold

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxy

Adobe Garamond Italic
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

Adobe Garamond Expert should be used in place of regular numbers whenever possible. The small-cap letters may
also be used.

adobe garamond expert
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890!?#$
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Univers
Brother Rice’s main sans serif typeface is called Univers (no “e”). It should be used
in all marketing campaigns and print communications. While the font does contain
21 variations in weight and width, Univers 45 (light, oblique) and Univers 65
(bold, oblique) should be the only versions used.

Univers may be used as either a body or headline font.

Univers 45 Light

Univers 65 Bold

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

1234567890!?@#$

1234567890!?@#$

Univers 45 Light Oblique

Univers 65 Bold Oblique

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

1234567890!?@#$

1234567890!?@#$
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Other Fonts
Power points, e-mail, websites, and correspondence using the Brother Rice letterhead all
require special font usage. The fonts specified on the previous pages are not always
available to both PC and Mac users and must be purchased and added to the system.
Since this is not an option for everyone, a font from the standard Microsoft and Mac OS
systems must be chosen to achieve a consistent brand impression.
Georgia is the required font for all of the special situations mentioned above. Verdana
may be also used, but should be kept to Power Point presentations and as an accent on
web sites.

Georgia

Verdana

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

1234567890!?#@$

1234567890!?#@$
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Brother Rice Logo Collection
The following pages contain all the Brother Rice
artwork types with corresponding file names.
Any inquiries about certain logos or the
creation of new ones, should be made to the
Brother Rice marketing director.
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The Vertical Brother Rice Logo—Crusader Versions
Primary Logo
File Name BRHS_V-BrotherRiceLogo_Crusader.eps

Secondary Logos

BRHS_V-BrotherRiceLogo_Crusader_G.eps

BRHS_V-BrotherRiceLogo_Crusader_W.eps
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The Vertical Brother Rice Logo—”BR” Versions
Primary Logo
BRHS_V-BrotherRiceLogo_BR.eps

Secondary Logos

BRHS_V-BrotherRiceLogo_BR_M.eps

BRHS_V-BrotherRiceLogo_BR_O.eps

BRHS_V-BrotherRiceLogo_BR_B.eps

BRHS_V-BrotherRiceLogo_BR_W.eps
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The Horizontal Brother Rice Logo—Crusader Versions
Primary Logo
BRHS_H-BrotherRiceLogo_Crusader.eps

Secondary Logos

BRHS_H-BrotherRiceLogo_Crusader_G.eps

BRHS_H-BrotherRiceLogo_Crusader_W.eps
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The Horizontal Brother Rice Logo—“BR” Versions
Primary Logo
BRHS_H-BrotherRiceLogo_BR.eps

Secondary Logos

BRHS_H-BrotherRiceLogo_BR_M.eps

BRHS_H-BrotherRiceLogo_BR_O.eps

BRHS_H-BrotherRiceLogo_BR_B.eps

BRHS_H-BrotherRiceLogo_BR_W.eps
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The “BR” Mark
Primary Mark
BRHS_BR-mark.eps

Secondary Marks

BRHS_BR-mark_M.eps

BRHS_BR-mark_O.eps

BRHS_BR-mark_B.eps

BRHS_BR-mark_OW.eps

BRHS_BR-mark_W.eps

BRHS_BR-mark_Watermark.psd

Any new variations must be approved by the Brother Rice marketing director first.
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The Crusader Mark
Primary Mark
BRHS_Crusader.eps

Secondary Marks

BRHS_Crusader_G.eps

BRHS_Crusader_WO.eps

BRHS_Crusader_W.eps
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The Brother Rice Athletic Logo
Primary Logo
BRHS_Athletic-logo.eps

Secondary Logos

BRHS_Athletic-logo_G.eps

BRHS_Athletic-logo_WO.eps
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The Brother Rice Cross
Primary Mark
BRHS_Cross_M.eps

Secondary Mark

BRHS_Cross_O.eps

BRHS_Cross_B.eps

BRHS_Cross_OW.eps

BRHS_Cross_W.eps
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